History of the Fund

FOURTH GENERATION FUND

Fourth Generation was created as The Minneapolis Foundation sought to recognize the charitable impact of young professionals in our
community. As the “Fourth Generation” of our nearly 100 year old foundation, this group fosters the next wave of charitable givers in the Twin
Cities. The core work of Fourth Generation is the Fourth Generation Fund which gives members a hands on experience in strategic giving. The
Fourth Generation Fund came about as an evolution of the long standing partnership between The Minneapolis Foundation and Community
Capital Alliance.
Community Capital Alliance was created in 1998 as volunteer led 501(c)3 organization committed to developing community leaders through
engaged philanthropy. It was comprised of a group of young professionals committed to learning together about the community and how to
make an impact on non-profits. Through a collective and strategic grantmaking process, Community Capital Alliance educated and engaged
early to mid-career professionals in the Twin Cities. During its 12 year history, the organization made more than $225,000 in contributions to
local nonprofits and more than 7,000 hours of volunteer community service.
Since the early years of CCA, The Minneapolis Foundation and CCA have had a strong collaborative relationship. As CCA leadership was working
hard to address the sustainability of the organization, and more importantly, the experience that it offers members in leadership development
and community involvement an opportunity was created to deepen the relationship with the Foundation. In the fall of 2010 CCA became a
program of the Foundation and was renamed as part of the launch of Fourth Generation.
The Minneapolis Foundation is honored to carry on the work of Community Capital Alliance and continue to offer a grantmaking experience for
mid-career professionals that helps to develop skills as a community leader and strategic charitable giver.

